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Introduction: The High Resolution Imaging Sci-

ence Experiment (HiRISE) onboard Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO) has been used to monitor the 
seasonal evolution of several regions at high southern 
latitudes and, in particular, the jet-like activity which 
may result from the process described by Kieffer [1], 
involving translucent CO2 ice, often described as ‘slab 
ice’. The Inca City region (81°S, 296°E) has been ex-
tensively imaged during the two spring seasons of 
2007 and 2009 with preliminary results for activity 
measurements presented in [2] and the underlying 
physics studied extensively in [3] and [4]. This work 
concentrates on developing automatic analysis tools 
based on morphological image analysis. Using auto-
matic tools provides reproducible activity measures by 
avoiding variances caused by human-eye judgment. 
Additionally, automatic methods are faster when larger 
data sets covering longer time intervals for a compari-
son of repeated seasons are concerned. The parameters 
required for a complete and effective full-automatic 
image analysis are sometimes very hard to define due 
to observational constraints. First results and the tech-
niques used will be described below.  
 

Techniques:  Several main steps are required to 
enable a fair comparison of feature activity in a chosen 
subframe of a particular observation:  

1. Identify in a chosen observation ID a subframe 
of interest. In this work a subframe of 
PSP_003092_0985 has been chosen to define a sub-
frame of interest (shown in Fig.1) 

2. Find the approximate same area in all other ob-
servations of the chosen area (here: Inca City). For this 
purpose, all observations of interest have been cali-
brated with the most recent available ISIS calibration 
tools for HiRISE images. Also, all respective images 
have been map-projected at the Inca City location di-
rectly and not at the south pole, as is standard for 
southern latitude higher-level data. To identify the ap-
proximate regions of interests, an automatic tool using 
ISIS coordinate calculations has been developed to 
provide the samples and lines of 1 point on the ground 
for all available observations. 

3.  Co-register the available observations for their 
inevitable mismatch in terms of co-ordinates on the 
ground. To achieve this, one might eventually consider 

using pattern recognition tools as provided by ISIS or 

 
Figure 1: Fan features were identified by I/F 
thresholding, binary morphology operations on the 
masked image and labeling the resulting feature 
counts. 

other systems, however, as an intermediate semi-
automatic solution a tool has been developed to shift 
two displayed images against each other until they 
match well. Two points can be made here: a) Stereo 
observations are made with very extreme off-nadir 
angles, deliberately, so that any surface inclination 
show up as distortions when map-projected. But these 
distortions obviously interfere with the pattern match-
ing process applied here. While matching the back-
ground image on one side of the subframe, already 
several hundred pixels next to it, identifiable ground 
features do not match anymore. b) Some images are 
taken extremely early in spring, rendering the lighting 
conditions unfavorable and decreasing therefore the 
attainable image contrast. Without clear identification 
of ground features and a very low contrast, exact 
matching of two images become difficult. The tool 
writes out the identified offsets compared to the calcu-
lated ones by map-projection for a now clearly identi-
fied set of subframes across the available observations. 

4. The next step is feature recognition. Luckily, 
most of the fan-shaped ground feature show a mini-
mum in I/F compared to their direct environment. It 
was discovered, that in very active times with well 
pronounced ground features, a histogram of I/F values 
enables the identification of a population of pixels with 
the aforementioned lower I/F values. This means, that 
standard thresholding techniques can be used to iden-
tify the darker regions. One problem that appears often 
here is, that image noise can shift pixels over a before 
chosen thresholding value even so they lie in the mid-
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dle of a dark feature. Standard morphological ‘closing’ 
and ‘opening’ operators have been used to generate 
clearly defined ‘ponds of darkness’. b) Pre-processing 
to remove noise will be evaluated as well to improve 
the feature identification process. 

5. Having defined the darker areas more clearly, a 
labeling routine is used to count and measure the de-
fined regions of interest.  

 
Results: In Fig. 1 identified fan structures are 

shown with their assigned label number. One can rec-
ognize, that some double- or triple-counting occurs in 
areas where the I/F value of the fan was near to the 
thresholding value, splitting the fan in several sub ar-
eas. Here a fine-tuning of the labeling identifier struc-
tures, the so-called kernels and the iteration levels for 
closing and opening morphological operations should 
improve the results, so that the same structure is only 
counted once. 

Fig. 2 shows preliminary, semi-automatic results of 

 
Figure 2: Top panel: Number of identified fan fea-
tures over L_s; middle panel: the total area covered 
by all fans in the selected subframe; lower panel: 
for comparison, the incidence angle. The incidence 
angles provide information about the expected con-
trast. 

a scan of an area comparable to the one used in [2], 
but not exactly the same. (The area in [2] was not rec-
tangular, which increases the complexity of automatic 
sub-frame identification, but eventually a comparison 
with the human study is desirable). As one can see, 
there is a strong increase of fan counts over time, with 
a peak around L_s of 260°. Unfortunately, at this time, 
a strong dust storm decreased the available contrast so 
much that the image histograms do not show clearly 
identifiable pixel value populations. However, interest-

ingly, many of the fan sites can still be identified, 
which means that further image pre-processing to 
stretch out the available contrasts (e.g. histogram equa-
lization) might help to distinguish between dust-
covered features or lack of visibility of features due to 
attenuation in the atmosphere, also with the potential 
help of atmospheric correction as described in another  
publication for this conference. [5]  

The first point of the ESP data set is probably be 
too high in fan counts, as at this time so early in the 
spring, it is hard to choose a definite thresholding 
value. The very low sun illuminates the scenery mostly 
by scattering from the atmosphere, which does not 
provide enough contrast to create distinguishable I/F 
value populations. It is interesting to point out though, 
a) that this does not seem to have such a strong affect 
on the PSP data set, b) that the two data sets show 
similar trends, but with the second season almost con-
sistently showing lower fan counts than 2007. 

Conclusion: The automatic image analysis ap-
proach shows promising ways of comparing quickly 
ground activity changes over time. Different problems 
at different steps in the full analysis chain enforces 
initially a great amount of time to study different solu-
tions to each issue. But the level of detail learned from 
these studies enables and encourages a precise study of 
all physical actions involved in creating the visual 
phenomena observed in Inca City, i.e. a sensitivity 
analysis for testing different hypothesis of feature crea-
tion is easier achievable with the knowledge gained.  
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